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Floods resulting from ice jam release events are particularly dangerous because
they occur with little warning and are associated with dramatic water level rises.
For example, the residents of Badgar, NF, experienced just such an event in the
winter of 2003, when a 2 m high surge of ice and water flooded their town
leaving residents with very little time to escape to safety. Consequently, it is
highly desirable to be able to predict the rapid water level increases that can be
anticipated downstream of a released ice jam for flood forecasting purposes.
However, to date very little data has been available for analysis and model
validation.
This paper presents preliminary results of an effort to obtain such data, using a
remote water level monitoring network which was established along a 40 km
reach of the Athabasca River upstream of Fort McMurray, AB. Details of an
ice jam release event, which occurred on April 26-27, 2002, are presented. The
remote network provided water level hydrographs at seven stations over the
study reach documenting the attenuation of the surge peak magnitude (initially
4.4 m high) as well as the wave speed attenuation. Although this ice run
arrested within the study reach, forming a new ice jam, the continuing wave
propagation was documented downstream through a reach with an intact ice
cover. The data obtained from this release event allows for analysis of surge
wave characteristics and is another step towards predictive capabilities.

1. Introduction
Floods resulting from ice jam release events are particularly dangerous because they occur with
little warning and can be associated with dramatic water level rises. This is exactly what the
residents of Badgar, NF, experienced, fleeing for safety as a 2 m high surge of ice and water
flooded their town in the winter of 2003. Perhaps the most dramatic example of such an event
was documented at Fort McMurray, AB (extracted from a copy of the letter from Henry J.
Moberly dated April 25th, 1875, from the archives of Hudson’s Bay Co.):
“On the 20 Instant about 2 hours after daylight, the river suddenly gave signs of breaking up and
in half an hour from that time the water had risen about 60 feet, and the whole place was
flooded – the water and ice passing with fearful rapidity and carrying off everything before
them. We had just time to escape to the hill, in our immediate vicinity, with the families, bedding
and a little Provisions and Ammunition, and to throw up stairs the Furs and most of the
valuable property, when the water was already rushing through the Fort. From the time the
river first gave signs of starting hardly half and hour elapsed before there was 5 feet of water in
the highest building in the Fort, and the Interpreter’s house was carried bodily away and
dashed to pieces in the Woods; the Workshop and Men’s houses have been almost destroyed.”
Ice jam release events are one of the most dangerous types of ice-related floods, and it is highly
desirable to be able to predict the rapid water level increases that can be anticipated downstream
of a released ice jam for flood forecasting purposes. However, to date, very little scientific data
has been available for theoretical analysis and numerical model validation. Doyle and Andres
(1979) documented a 3.6 m water level increase at the McEwan Bridge in Fort McMurray, 45
minutes after an ice jam that had been poised 11 km upstream had failed. This data was used by
Henderson and Gerard (1981) in an assessment of the applicability of the classic dam break
solution to this problem. Beltaos et al. (1994) documented a 1993 ice jam release that occurred
on the Saint John River, NB, including channel geometry, an ice jam profile prior to release, and
water levels measured a short distance downstream of the jam toe as the surge peak passed.
However, a hydro-power facility further downstream precluded the possibility of obtaining
propagation data over an extended reach. Researchers have also studied ice jam release events in
the laboratory (e.g. Wong et al. 1983, Khan et al. 2000). However, again, the distance over
which the event propagated was limited (by the physical constraints of laboratory settings).
To fully understand the implications of ice resistance and channel friction on surge speed and
peak magnitude attenuation, data is needed describing the propagation of ice jam release surges
at numerous stations over an extended reach, and this was the objective of our study. Because
these events are difficult to predict and even harder to measure (for safety and logistical reasons),
this was achieved by establishing a remote ice jam monitoring network (Robichaud and Hicks,
2001). We chose as our study reach the Athabasca River at Fort McMurray, because of the
frequency of such event occurrence there.
2. Study Reach
Figure 1 illustrates the study reach of the Athabasca River. The river is very steep in the reach
upstream of Fort McMurray (Figure 2) and is characterized by numerous small bed
discontinuities (Figures 3 and 4), each in the order of a few metres high, generally referred to as
‘rapids’. Breakup is generally quite dynamic and typically involves the development of a series

of ice jams in the reach upstream of Fort McMurray (over several hundred km). Breakup often
progresses as a cascade of ice jam releases through this steep reach to Fort McMurray. Thus the
Athabasca River upstream of Fort McMurray presents an ideal site for measuring ice jam release
surge propagation events.
Figure 5 presents the study reach in detail, which extends approximately 40 km from Crooked
Rapids (38 km upstream of Fort McMurray) to the Water Survey of Canada (WSC) gauge,
located just downstream of Fort McMurray. Most of this reach is remote, with no road access.
In the reach upstream of Fort McMurray the rapids make access by boat difficult. Staff gauges,
placed by Alberta Research Council staff in the early 1980’s, are located along the river in this
reach and are denoted by numbers preceded with the letter G (e.g. G140). All of these staff
gauges were originally tied into the Geodetic Survey of Canada by surveyors from Alberta
Environment. In 1998, a University of Alberta (UA) field team relocated and repaired this staff
gauge network.
3. Instrumentation
Eight remote water level monitoring stations were installed along the Athabasca River upstream
of Fort McMurray (Figure 5) in the fall of 2001. These monitoring stations sample continuously
at 5 minute intervals through the breakup period, in order to capture the propagation of ice jam
surge releases through the study reach. Two types of monitoring stations were utilized:
communicating (or interactive) stations and recording stations.
3.1 Communicating Stations
Five of the eight remote stations are interactive: data can be downloaded on a real time basis and
they are also equipped with alarms, which are intended to call out to a pager when significant ice
events occurred. This not only facilitates field team mobilization, it means that the system has
the potential to provide warnings of imminent ice related events to the people of Fort McMurray.
The locations of these stations are provided in Figure 5.
Each communicating water level monitoring station is comprised of three components.
Specifically:
1. a water level sensor;
2. a data logger, which controls the frequency of observations and which facilitates
communications; and
3. a communications system, which enables observers to interact with the data logger.
Because of the remote nature of the monitored reach, each communicating station must not only
have a self contained communications system, it must also be self powered (primarily required
for the communications systems). Consequently, all stations employ solar panels and batteries.
As it turns out, a number of different system components were tested during the development
stage, as discussed below.

3.1.1 Water Level Sensors
The most common approach to measuring water levels in rivers is to employ a pressure sensor,
since, in the absence of strong vertical accelerations in the flow, there is a simple linear
relationship between pressure and depth. Traditional water level monitoring methods require the
pressure transducer to be vented to the atmosphere and routed to a data logger and/or
communications device on the riverbank. The delicate nature of the venting tube deems this
method inadequate for this purpose since they typically fail during even minor ice movements.
An alternative approach is to use an un-vented pressure sensor corrected with atmospheric
pressure data. To protect against ice damage and movement with the current, this sensor must be
placed within a protective casing and anchored to a concrete pad as shown in Figure 6.
To obtain real-time data this sensor must have a direct line (communications cable) to the data
logger on the bank. We have found that the most reliable means of achieving this is to use
borehole logging cable, a heavy gauge wire strand (rated for 20,000 lb tension), encasing a
number of communications wires as shown in Figure 7.
There are, in fact, a number of more sophisticated ways to measure water level; including
acoustic sensors and laser devices. However, for reasonable accuracy over rough ice
accumulations and running ice, these devices must point vertically down. In this remote reach
there are no bridges or other suitable structures on which to install such devices. Therefore,
direct measurement with pressure sensors still appears to be the most practical and economical
alternative. In 2002, the configuration described above was successful in surviving an ice jam
release surge more than 4 m high.
3.1.2 Communications
Cell phone communications were employed here, with both analog phones and CDPD (digital)
communications tested. Both performed reasonably well, although the extent of cell phone
coverage was quite limited requiring that the communications tower at station G140 be put on
the top of the river valley wall. All other communications towers were located at river level.
3.2 Recording Stations
There were three non-communicating water level recorders (Figure 5) which were intended to
provide intermediate stage hydrographs for ice jam release events at sites where no suitable
accommodation of a communicating station was possible. These recording stations consisted of
submersible level loggers, which were encased in a segment of perforated pipe that was bolted to
a concrete pad and anchored to the bank with heavy cable.
These recorders could not be safely retrieved until remnant ice in the river channel had melted
out. In July 2002, one was retrieved sitting on the bank because the ice run had pushed it out of
the water (upstream of station G110), and another one (just downstream of station G135) had
been ripped off the end of its anchor cable and lost completely. The third one, referred to herein
as station 132, was retrieved from the water and provided intermediate stage data at a location
just upstream of G130.

4. Observations During Spring Breakup 2002
During breakup 2002, a 17 km long ice jam formed at Long Rapids, approximately 10 km
upstream of Crooked Rapids. Alberta Environment observers photographed this ice jam during
the late afternoon on April 26, 2002 (Figure 8). As Figures 9 through 17 illustrate, downstream
of the Long Rapids ice jam the ice cover was basically intact, although some thermal
deterioration and open water leads were developing. Figure 18 provides a composite map
indicating the extent of ice coverage in the monitoring reach at that time.
During the evening on April 26, the Long Rapids ice jam released, sending a large surge of ice
and water down through the study reach. This surge was measured by the remote monitoring
station at G140 (location shown in Figure 5) and also by Alberta Environment observers
camping at the site. Figure 19 shows the data obtained from these two sources, in which it can
be seen that the water level rose 4.4 m in just 15 minutes, as the surge front passed. This is
probably one of the largest events of this type ever measured, and the fact that the water level
sensor survived the passage of this wave and the associated large competent ice floes is quite
remarkable. Based on anecdotal evidence from the Alberta Environment observers and the data
presented in Figure 19, it is believed that the ice released from the Long Rapids ice jam briefly
formed another ice jam in Crooked Rapids, just upstream of the Alberta Environment monitoring
station (Figure 5), before releasing past this site. The inset photo in Figure 19 shows the shear
walls left behind at station G140, after passage of the 4.4 m high surge.
As the water level peaked, the probe near G140 shifted on the river bed to a deeper spot. Figure
19 also presents the corrected probe record, adjusted based on the manual observations. This
surge of water and ice propagated down through the study reach, and was measured by the
recorders at stations G135, 132 and G130. This data is presented in Figure 20. The surge of ice
then came to an abrupt halt, forming a new 8 km long ice jam with the toe located just upstream
of station G104. As the ice run arrested, it scoured gravel on the bed forming a large gravel bar
at the jam toe. This gravel buried the water level sensor at station G104, destroying it. However,
before this failure, the sensor did capture the wave peak showing the water escaping under the
intact downstream ice cover (i.e. the ice was arrested but water continued to propagate
downstream under the intact ice cover). Figure 21 shows this data, along with data collected
further downstream at station G90 by manual observers working for the Regional Municipality
of Wood Buffalo (RMWB) and at the Water Survey of Canada (WSC) gauge. One would expect
that a regressive wave might have been observed propagating upstream in response to the arrest
of the ice run. However, no such wave was detected in the station records.
Figure 22 provides a composite map of the ice cover throughout the reach on April 27, 2002,
after the new ice jam was formed, as well as the stage hydrographs measured at the various
remote stations. The numbers presented on these graphs are the time the peak water level arrived
(in blue) and the magnitude of the water level change (referenced to the water level prior to the
event). Photographs taken at the toe of the new ice jam (near G104) are shown in Figures 23
and 24.
Because of the dynamic nature of breakup on this river, numerous smaller release events were
documented propagating down through the study reach over the ensuing breakup period. These
were all measured by the remote stations, as well. Two smaller waves, approximately 30 cm
high, passed through the reach without disturbing the jam poised upstream of the town of Fort

McMurray. The third, 50 cm high, wave caused the ice jam to release resulting in a 2 hour run
of ice through Fort McMurray.
5. Data Analysis
Data gathered from the various stations along the monitored river reach provides information on
the surge that propagated downstream as a result of the ice jam release. This information
includes the magnitude of the wave and the time at which this maximum water level occurred.
Along with knowledge of the distance between gauge stations, an estimate of the speed of the
surge is possible. The times of all of the gauge stations were synchronized except for the
recording stations that utilized a level logger (station 132); therefore, data from station 132 was
not used in the analysis of surge speed. The following table shows the time that the peak surge
height was measured along with the location of the measurement along the river reach in
question. The estimated position of the jam toe before its release was set at 0 km and the
downstream monitoring stations were assigned locations relative to this position (i.e. station
G140 has a location 1.3 km downstream from the jam location).
Table 1. The time of arrival and magnitude of the peak of the surge wave at various stations
along the river reach recorded on April 27, 2002.
Station
Number
G140
G135
132
G130
G104
G90
57

Location, x Time, t Magnitude, ∆H
(km)
(hh:mm)
(cm)
1.3
1:51
406
8.4
2:20
202
14.3
183
16.4
3:00
167
28.4
4:16
105
32.1
6:10
139
38.8
9:30
64

Comment
communicating station
communicating station
recording station
communicating station
communicating station
RMWB, manual
WSC, automated

Figure 25 illustrates the surge peak attenuation over the study reach. Of particular interest is the
dramatic decrease in peak magnitude between the two most upstream gauge stations (i.e. during
the first 10 km of propagation) over which the wave height reduced by approximately 50%.
Beyond the first two monitoring stations, the rate of decrease of peak height remained nearly
constant. One possible reason for this large initial decrease in wave height, as explained by
Jasek (2003), is that the peak concentration of flowing ice from the jam release would be
expected to occur at or ahead of the peak water level close to the jam release location, resulting
in more resistance to the surge. As the surge travels further downstream, the peak ice
concentration would be expected to lag behind the crest of the wave, resulting in less resistance
to the surge. Figure 20 supports this interpretation; at stations G135, 132 and G130 there is a
small increase in water level that precedes the sharp peak. The former might reflect the arrival of
the surge water, while the sharp peak might reflect the arrival of the ice typically associated with
dramatic rise in water level (based on subsequent events observed at this site in 2003). If this
interpretation is valid, it would imply that ice effects have a significant impact on the surge
characteristics (at least initially). More analyses are required before conclusion can be drawn.
Figure 25 also shows the peak magnitudes at stations G90 and the WSC gauge (located at
approximately station 57), both downstream of the new jam toe, in the intact ice reach. Of

particular interest is the peak magnitude at station G90, which was about 35 cm higher than the
peak observed at the ice jam toe. Again, further analyses are required to facilitate an
interpretation of this data.
Figure 26 shows the location of the wave peak as a function of time. Thus the slope of the lines
joining the data points provides the surge propagation speed, which was initially in excess of 4
m/s. Wave speed attenuation effects were more consistent in the upper reach than peak
magnitude attenuation effects (Figure 25). Preliminary calculations of the dynamic and diffusive
wave speeds suggest that the surge was still quite dynamic upon arrival at G104 (where the ice
jam reformed), though friction effects were already becoming important by the time it arrived at
G135. This illustrates the importance of considering the full dynamic equations (i.e. including
both acceleration and friction) when modeling such events for flood forecasting purposes.
Figure 26 includes the wave propagation speeds beyond the toe of the newly formed ice jam (i.e.
the propagation under the intact ice cover downstream through Fort McMurray). Here a quite
consistent wave speed was observed, 0.55 m/s. Hydraulic calculations confirm that the wave
was propagating through this reach at the diffusive wave speed (determined taking ice resistance
effects into account).
6. Conclusions
In this investigation a remote ice jam monitoring network was installed over a 40 km reach of the
Athabasca Rvier at Fort McMurray, AB. The equipment setup was successful in gathering data
on a surge wave resulting from an ice jam release on April 26, 2002. Comprehensive data were
obtained at 7 stations, describing the wave peak and speed attenuation over this 40 km reach.
Observations suggest that the effects of ice in the moving accumulation may have had a
significant effect on surge peak attenuation, at least over the first 10 km of propagation.
Preliminary hydraulic analyses suggest that the wave was highly dynamic even after 35 km of
travel, although friction effects did come into play after only 10 km. This ice run arrested in the
study reach forming a new ice jam; however, the water wave continued to propagate downstream
under an intact ice cover (at the diffusive wave speed). Further hydraulic analyses, including
dynamic modeling will aid in the interpretation of this data.
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Figure 1. Athabasca River at Fort McMurray, AB (adapted from Robichaud, 2003)
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Figure 2. Profile of the Athabasca River.

Figure 3. Photo of bed discontinuity in study reach.
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Figure 4. Close up view of flow over bed discontinuity in study reach.
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Figure 5. Locations of the remote water level monitoring stations.

Figure 6. Pressure transducer housed in protective casing and anchored to concrete pad.

Figure 7. Communications wire used for linking water level sensor to data logger.

Figure 8. Photograph looking upstream towards the Long Rapids (upstream of G150) taken
April 26, 2002 (photo courtesy of Alberta Environment).
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Figure 9. Photograph looking downstream towards station G150 taken April 26, 2002.
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Figure 10. Photograph looking towards station G150 taken April 26, 2002.
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Figure 11. Photograph looking downstream towards station G140 and the Cascade Rapids taken
April 26, 2002.
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Figure 12. Photograph looking downstream towards station G135 and the Cascade Rapids taken
April 26, 2002.
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Figure 13. Photograph looking downstream towards stations G122 and G130 taken April 26,
2002.
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Figure 14. Photograph looking downstream towards stations G104 and G110 taken April 26,
2002.
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Figure 15. Photograph looking downstream towards the golf course, taken April 26, 2002.
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Figure 16. Photograph at the water treatment plant, taken April 26, 2002.
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Figure 17. Photograph looking downstream to the bridges and the Clearwater River confluence,
taken April 26, 2002.
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Figure 18. Ice conditions prior to ice jam release event, April 26, 2002.
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Figure 19. 4.4 m high surge measured at G140 during ice jam release surge event, 2002
(comments are from the Ab. Env. Monitoring station records).
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2002.
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Figure 21. Surge measured at remote stations 57 to G104 during ice jam release event, 2002.
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Figure 23. Photograph looking downstream towards station G104 and showing the toe of the
jam taken April 27, 2002.

Figure 24. Photograph taken April 27, 2002 looking upstream, showing ice floes at station G104
(toe of jam).
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